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ABSTRACT: The heterogeneous nucleation process during
the phase separation of binary blends of the AB diblock and
the C homopolymer induced by rectangular confinement is
studied by cell dynamics simulation based on the time-
dependent Ginzburg−Landau theory. The main goal is to yield
large-scale ordered hexagonal patterns by tailoring the surface
potentials of the sidewalls. Our study reveals a crucial
condition to induce the desired heterogeneous nucleation
process in which the nucleated domain grains grow and merge
into a defect-free pattern. Specifically, nucleations are induced
simultaneously by two parallel sidewalls with a strong surface
potential, whereas the spontaneous nucleation and the
heterogeneous nucleation at the other two walls with a weak surface potential are suppressed. Moreover, the confinement
effect of the other two walls can ensure that the two rows of nucleated domains have correlated positions. Importantly, we find
that the ordering process under the crucial condition exhibits a high tolerance to the rectangular sizes. Only a few defects in
thousands of domains are occasionally caused that are observed to be annihilated in a short-annealing time via various
mechanisms. This study may provide a facile route to prepare large-scale ordered patterns via a simple rectangular confinement.

■ INTRODUCTION

The self-assembly of block copolymers has continuously
attracted the interest of scientists from multidisciplinary fields
because it leads to the formation of rich ordered nanostructures
that exhibit a lot of potential applications in a wide range of
fields.1−5 In particular, as modern synthesis techniques advance,
various block copolymers with more complicated architectures
and more components can be precisely synthesized in
experiments, which opens a huge imaginary space for the
fabrication of novel ordered structures.6 More importantly,
recently it has been proposed that block copolymer systems
could be devised for the targeting desired interesting structures
as long as the valid design principles of molecular architectures
are built up according to the established knowledge on the self-
assembly mechanisms of known block copolymers. A large
number of intriguing structures have been predicted by the self-
consistent field theory with the self-assembly of purposely
designed block copolymer systems such as linear multiblock
terpolymers7 and binary blends of two distinct block
copolymers.8,9 These advances in both experiment and theory
broaden the application perspective of block copolymer self-
assembly further.
One of the most promising applications of block copolymers

lies in the bottom-up nanolithography technique via the
directed self-assembly (DSA) that could lead to large-scale

ordered patterns or devise-oriented irregular structures.4,10−14

These structures can be pattern-transferred into silicon
substrates and thus can be used to manufacture high-density
storage media15,16 or structural subunits of integrated
circuits.17,18 Two main directing methods have been well-
developed based on chemical (chemoepitaxy)19−21 and topo-
graphical (graphoepitaxy)22−24 guiding patterns. In graph-
oepitaxy, the guiding patterns can be specifically designed
arrays of nanoposts18,24,25 or geometrical confinements.26−28 By
contrast, the latter is relatively cheaper to prepare. The
directing effect of geometrical confinement is two fold. On
the one hand, the presence of geometrical boundaries breaks
the space symmetry of the bulk phases of block copolymers and
thus results in the formation of novel structures, especially
when the geometrical size is small, for example, as large as a few
domain spacings.29−41 On the other hand, the geometrical
boundary is able to effectively register the domain positions and
guide the orientation of domain array, thus leading to large-
scale ordered patterns.27,28,42,43

The directing efficiency of DSA is of importance because it
dictates the manufacturing cost. For either chemoepitaxy or
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graphoepitaxy, it has been revealed that there exists a
bottleneck with the directing efficiency.44 For example, the
direction of a sparse array of nanoposts on the self-assembly of
cylinder-forming diblock copolymers could lead to defect-free
hexagonal patterns. The experimental work by Bita et al.
demonstrates a limit of the directing efficiency that is quantified
by density multiplication (DM) defined as the ratio between
the self-assembled domain density and that of the prepatterned
array of nanoposts, that is, DM < 25.24 This limit is confirmed
by the study of dynamic simulations based on the time-
dependent Ginzburg−Landau (TDGL) theory.44,45 Moreover,
the theoretical study reveals that the underlying mechanism for
the efficiency limit stems from the phase separation kinetics of
block copolymers, that is, the spinodal process or spontaneous
nucleation process with an extremely high nucleation rate.
Accordingly, a new DSA scheme realized via the heterogeneous
nucleation process has been proposed.46

The nucleation phenomenon commonly occurs with a first-
order phase transition, in which one metastable phase
overcomes an energy barrier Eb to transform into a stable
phase.47,48 The nucleation rate p, which quantifies the
probability of nucleation events occurring in a unit volume
per unit time, is dictated by the magnitude of the energy
barrier, that is, p ∝ exp(−βEb), where β = 1/kBT with kB being
the Boltzmann constant and T being the temperature. With a
very large p, multiple nucleation events happen simultaneously
and densely at random positions in the sample and then grow
into domain grains with random orientations. Clusters of
defects are avoidably produced on the boundaries between
different grains owing to their mismatched positions and
orientations, and these clustered defects are usually long-lived
relative to experimentally accessible annealing time.46 There-
fore, a low spontaneous nucleation rate is needed for improving
the ordering degree of the self-assembled domains by block
copolymers. Furthermore, nucleation agents are necessarily
introduced to register the nucleation location because a random
location of spontaneous nucleation is undesirable in experi-
ments. As a consequence, a set of heterogeneous nucleations at
desired positions is induced by purposely designed nucleation
agents with a dominantly high nucleation rate over the
spontaneous ones, and their grown domain grains with a
consistent orientation and commensurate positions merge into
a single-crystal pattern.
On the basis of the above arguments, two types of nucleation

agents have been devised to illustrate the validity of the DSA
scheme of heterogeneous nucleation in a cylinder-forming
block copolymer system that is composed of an AB diblock
copolymer and a C homopolymer.46,49 The concentration of
the C homopolymer instead of the temperature is successfully
used to regulate the spontaneous nucleation rate from high to
low. One type is the sparse periodic array of anisotropic
potential fields (e.g., a pair of potential wells), which is capable
of yielding a much higher DM than the limit of DM = 25 for
the perfect hexagonal pattern.46 An obvious weakness in the
preparation of the agent unit is its feature size being as small as
the block copolymer domain. The other type of nucleation
agent is acted by the lateral hexagonal confinement, in which six
corners give rise to a higher nucleation rate than the
spontaneous one as well as the side-induced one.49 Six
corner-induced domain grains whose locations are commensu-
rate with the domain spacing grow and finally merge into a
perfectly ordered hexagonal pattern under the direction of six
sidewalls. Importantly, the heterogeneous nucleation phenom-

enon in the block copolymer system has been rationalized by
the classical nucleation theory.
In the DSA scheme of the hexagonal confinement, the

preparation of the hexagonal well is critical. Although there is
no technical difficulty with modern lithography techniques, it
should be technically easier to prepare a rectangular well than a
hexagonal one. In other words, it will make the DSA scheme
more facile by replacing the hexagonal confinement with a
rectangular one. However, the rectangular coordinate is
apparently incommensurate with the crystal lattice of hexagonal
cylinders.26,42 To validate the DSA scheme of heterogeneous
nucleation in a rectangular confinement presents an interesting
challenge.
A possible strategy is to alter the surface potentials of

sidewalls to be unequal, that is, that the two sidewalls along one
direction have an equal surface potential but differing from that
of the other sidewalls. Without loss of generality, we assume
that the two walls along the x direction have a stronger surface
potential than the other two walls along the y direction.
Accordingly, the two walls along the x direction act as the
major nucleation agent with a higher nucleation rate than that
of the other two walls. In other words, two lines of nucleations
are simultaneously induced at the two walls along the x
direction and then grow to meet with each other. Additionally,
the position correlation between the two rows of domains can
be regulated by the confining effect of the other two walls with
a neutral surface or weak surface potential at the y direction. In
this study, our main goal is to achieve the DSA strategy based
on the heterogeneous nucleation that occurred within the
microphase separation of the AB/C binary blends under the
rectangular confinement by tailoring the surface potentials of
the four sidewalls. Similar to our previous study,46,49 the phase
separation dynamics is examined by the TDGL simulations.

■ MODEL AND THEORY
We consider a binary blend composed of an AB diblock
copolymer and a C homopolymer (AB/C) laterally confined in
a rectangular well with sizes of Lx and Ly at the x and y
directions, respectively. The micro-/macrophase separation of
the three-component system can be phenomenologically
described by a developed Ginzburg−Landau mean-field theory
by Ohta and Ito50 based on the Ohta−Kawasaki model for the
microphase separation of the AB diblock copolymer.51 In this
model, many parameters such as the chain lengths and
interaction parameters are not explicitly included, and instead
they are replaced by a set of phenomenological parameters.
With regard to the physical meanings of these parameters, we
refer readers to the original literature50 or to our previous
work,46,49 and thus we do not repeat the explanations here. We
would like to emphasize that this AB/C binary model is
intentionally developed to model the AB/B blend by tailoring
the related interaction parameters.46,52 Specifically, the stability
of the disordered state relative to the considered ordered phase
is controlled by the addition of homopolymers from stable to
metastable and unstable. In fact, the main aim of utilizing the C
homopolymer instead of the B homopolymer is to overcome
the modeling difficulty in the Ginzburg−Landau mean-field
theory for the AB/B blend.50

Two characteristic parameters for this AB/C blend are the
concentration of C homopolymer ϕ̅C and the block ratio of the
A block f in the AB diblock copolymer. We choose two
independent order parameters to describe the phase separation
of the three-component system, ϕ(r) = ϕA(r) − ϕB(r) and η(r)
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= ϕA(r) + ϕB(r) − ΨC, where ϕK(r) (K = A, B, and C) denotes
the local density of the K component at a given position r, and
ΨC is a constant used to regulate the occurrence of possible
macrophase separation. Then the free energy can be expressed
as a functional of the two spatial functions, ϕ(r) and η(r)

∫ϕ η ϕ η ϕ η ϕ= + +F F F Hr r r[ , ] [ , ] [ , ] d ( ) ( )S L ext (1)

where FS is the short-range contribution originating from the
standard Ginzburg−Landau free energy and is composed of
interfacial energy and local interaction energy
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Here, D1 and D2 are the two positive constants related to the
interfacial tensions between the three immiscible components.
The local energy terms fϕ[ϕ] and fη[η] can be conveniently
given by their derivatives dfϕ/dϕ = −Aϕ tanh ϕ + ϕ and dfη/dη
= −Aη tanh η + η with the two parameters Aϕ > 1 and Aη > 1.
The last term f int[ϕ, η] includes a number of intercrossing
terms of ϕ and η supplementing the interactions between the
three components, f int = b1ηϕ − b2ηϕ

2/2 − b3(ηϕ
3 + η2ϕ +

η3ϕ) + b4η
2ϕ2/2. The coefficients of b1, b2, b3, and b4 have

explicit physical meanings qualitatively related to the properties
of the AB/C blend.
Similar to the Ohta−Kawasaki free energy,51 the long-range

term, FL, is specifically constructed as
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where δϕ(r) = ϕ(r) − ϕ̅, δη(r) = η(r) − η ̅. ϕ̅ and η ̅ indicate
the spatial average of ϕ(r) and η(r), respectively. The
coefficients α, β, and γ satisfy the relation of β2 = αγ and
they are related to the polymerization degrees of AB and C.50

In eq 3, the Green function G(r, r′) takes the Coulomb
interaction form characterizing the long-range feature of the
chain connectivity of the diblock copolymer.
In eq 1, the last term gives the interaction energy of the

polymers with the wall surfaces of the rectangular well, and the
spatial function Hext(r) is introduced to model the surface
potentials of the four walls. A similar expression of Hext(r) as in
our previous study is used49

σ ε= Λ − +H r r( )
1
2

{tanh[( d( ))/ ] 1}iext (4)

where the shortest distance of the position r to the four walls is
d(r) < 2σ. Λi, 2σ, and ε denote the field strength of the walls at
the i direction (i = x, y), interaction range, and potential
steepness, respectively. With the free energy functional in eq 1,
the phase separation dynamics of the AB/C blend is described
by the two conserved Cahn−Hilliard dynamic equations
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where M1 and M2 are the two mobility coefficients, and ξϕ and
ξη are the random noise terms that satisfy the fluctuation
dissipation theorem. Similar to our previous work, we specify
the blending system by choosing f = 0.40, D1 = 0.5, D2 = 1.0,
M1 = M2 = 1.0, Aϕ = 1.26, Aη = 1.10, b1 = −0.05, b2 = 0.05, b3 =
0.01, b4 = 0.10, ΨC = 0.20, σ = 0.15L0, and ε = 0.5L0, where L0
indicates the cylinder-to-cylinder distance and varies as ϕ̅C.
Note that a negative value of b1 is required to properly describe
the miscibility between the AB diblock and the C-mimicking B
homopolymer that could lead to microphase or macrophase
separation. To simulate the systems as large as microns, the
dynamic equations are integrated in the two-dimensional space
by cell dynamics simulation (CDS) with the spatial
discretization Δx = Δy = 0.5 and the time step Δt = 0.1.

■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
It has been known that the current AB/C blend with ϕ̅C < 0.10
forms the hexagonal phase in the two-dimensional space,46 and
its phase separation kinetics is effectively regulated by ϕ̅C from
multiple nucleations (e.g., spinodal) with a very high nucleation
rate and a negligibly short incubation time at ϕ̅C = 0.10 to the
rare nucleation with a considerably low nucleation rate
accompanied by a prolonged incubation process at ϕ̅C <
0.04. The nucleation process with a low spontaneous
nucleation rate satisfies the requirement by the DSA scheme
of heterogeneous nucleation to let the spontaneous nucleation
make a concession to the heterogeneous nucleation induced by
external nucleation agents. In this study, we simply fix ϕ̅C =
0.025 to maintain the low spontaneous nucleation rate, of
which the cylinder-to-cylinder distance is estimated to be L0 ≈
18.8Δx in our simulations. On the other hand, our previous
work indicates that the heterogeneous nucleation rate can be
readily tuned by the strength of the surface potentials of the
confining walls. Here, we will systematically study the influence
of the two strengths Λx and Λy on the heterogeneous
nucleation process and thus on the ordering process of the
hexagonal pattern in the entire rectangular sample. Specifically,
we focus on the case where all sidewalls attract the majority
component, that is, Λx > 0 and Λy > 0.
To exclusively illuminate the influence of the coordinate

angle of 90° that is mismatched with the hexagonal lattice of
the block copolymer domains, in contrast to the commensurate
angle of 120° of the hexagonal confinement, we first consider
the square-well confinement with an equal field strength Λx =
Λy = Λ. The size of the square well is chosen as large as Lx = Ly
= 60L0 that is around 2 μm for diblock copolymers with a
moderate molecular weight. Typical morphological snapshots at
three different time steps for various field strengths are
presented in Figure 1. To visualize the ordering degree of the
morphologies formed at the critical time tc when the phase
separation just expands to fill the entire sample, their
corresponding Delaunay triangular plots are shown in the
bottom row. At the left column, Λ = 0.002 produces a rather
weak surface preference leading to the corner-induced
nucleations but not to the side-induced nucleations.49

Surprisingly, all four nucleation domain grains are single
crystalline and are oriented with their (10) crystal face aligning
along one of the sidewalls. This specific orientation ingeniously
circumvents the angle mismatch of the square well and the
hexagonal lattice. However, the alignment of the (10) face is
randomly selected to be along the x or y direction. For instance,
in Figure 1a1, the (10) face of the bottom-left grain is along the
x direction, whereas the others are along the y direction.
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Although each grown domain grain is perfectly ordered, the
inconsistent alignment causes additional defects onto their
boundaries besides those induced by the possibly uncorrelated
positions. As a result, a large cluster of defects is observed as
shown in Figure 1a4.
Another corner-induced nucleation process is demonstrated

with Λ = 0.003 in Figure 1b. In contrast to the sample of Λ =
0.002 in Figure 1a, the corner-induced nucleations are
remarkably different, with respect to the alignment of the
domain crystal. Obviously, each nucleation results in twin
crystalline grains of which the (10) faces are separately aligned
along the x and y directions. As a consequence, a line of
clustered defects occurs along the diagonal delimiting the two
grains at each corner, and finally these defects at the four
corners constitute two diagonal lines of defects crossing over
the entire square sample. This corner-induced twin-grain
nucleation process provides a strategy to generate regularly

arranged defects that might have specific applications in the
field of photonic crystals.53,54

As the field strength Λ increases further, the side-induced
nucleation rate becomes considerably high and thus each
sidewall starts to act as the effective nucleation agent. In Figure
1c with Λ = 0.007, nuclei are induced simultaneously at the
four walls after a short incubation time relative to that of Λ =
0.002 or 0.003. Then, these nucleated domain grains grow
synchronously forming a nearly flat front surface along each
side. In other words, the square disordered region is
maintained, and it consistently shrinks with time until the
phase separation expands the entire sample. Interestingly,
similar to the case of corner-induced nucleation at Λ = 0.003,
two diagonal lines of defects are caused by the merging of
distinct nucleation grains at two orthogonal sidewalls. From
Delaunay triangles, the number of defects mainly composed of
five- and seven-fold dislocations, nDF, can be readily accounted,
and thus the defect concentration defined as f DF = nDF/ndomain
× 100% is estimated, where ndomain indicates the total number
of domains contained in the sample. As the defect
concentration fluctuates with the sample, the average
concentration ⟨f DF⟩ is calculated by averaging eight independ-
ent runs of each sample. For example, (nDF, ndomain) = (61,
4247), (176, 4242), and (156, 4290) for Figure 1a4−c4, and
their average concentration of defects are ⟨f DF⟩ = (1.54 ±
0.47)%, (4.16 ± 0.12)%, and (3.84 ± 0.12)%, respectively.
Note that the larger fluctuation of ⟨f DF⟩ in Figure 1a than the
other two cases originates from the random selection for the
alignment of the (10) crystal face of the domain grain nucleated
at each corner.
The above-mentioned simulations elucidate the intrinsic

difficulty of yielding defect-free hexagonal patterns with the
DSA scheme of heterogeneous nucleation induced by a square/
rectangular confinement. However, the sample at Λ = 0.002
generates a hexagonal pattern with a low concentration of
defects 1.54%, which are mainly the result of the merging of
nucleation grains with orthogonal orientations. This is
instructive for us to achieve a perfect pattern by orientating
all nucleated domain grains along a single direction. Addition-
ally, the two samples in Figure 1b,c with rather strong surface
potentials suggest that the strong surface preference can register
the alignment of the (10) crystal face along the induction
sidewall. Accordingly, a simple route can be speculated that two
pairs of sidewalls are set to have unequal surface preferences.
The surface potential of one pair of sidewalls, for example, at
the x direction, is selected to be so strong that it can induce
nucleations along the entire side, that is, Λx ≥ 0.004, whereas
the surface potential of the other two sidewalls at the y
direction must be set to be weak, that is, Λy ≥ 0.003, which
would not induce any nucleation at the sidewalls to intervene in
the growth of the domain grains induced by the x sidewalls.
Therefore, in the following paragraphs, we will focus on the
heterogeneous nucleation process occurring in the rectangular
well with Λx > Λy and Lx ≠ Ly, aiming to obtain a parameter
window of the two field strengths for the self-assembly of the
perfect hexagonal pattern. To make the rectangular sizes be
commensurate with the hexagonal lattice of domains, we
intentionally choose Lx = mxL0 and = +L m L( 0.5) 3y y 0,

respectively, where mx and my are the two integer numbers, for
example, mx = 60 and my = 30.
To elucidate the effect of Λy on the ordering process, we

present the morphological snapshots of heterogeneous

Figure 1. Morphological snapshots at three different time steps within
the heterogeneous nucleation processes of the AB/C blends occurred
under the induction of a square well with a fixed size of Lx = Ly = 60L0
and various field strengths: (a) Λ = 0.002 (left column), (b) Λ = 0.003
(middle column), and (c) Λ = 0.007 (right column). Positive field
strength indicates a surface preference to the majority component. The
Delaunay triangles for the third-row morphologies formed at the
critical time tc when the domain grains grow up to fill the entire square
well are plotted in the bottom row, highlighting the defective areas.
The number of defects and total domains in (a4−c4) is (nDF, ndomain) =
(61, 4247), (176, 4242), and (156, 4290), respectively. Insets of the
three snapshots in the top row enlarge the areas at four corners, where
the orientation of each domain grain is indicated by a hexagonal unit in
white for the (10) crystal face aligned along the x direction and in red
for the (10) crystal face aligned along the y direction.
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nucleation for fixed Λx = 0.007 and three distinct values of (a)
Λy = 0.004, (b) 0.0035, and (c) 0.0030 in Figure 2. Similar to

Figure 1c, the field strength of Λx = 0.007 is strong enough for
side-induced nucleations at the x sidewalls. As expected, side-
induced nucleations occur at the x sidewalls in all three cases.
However, in Figure 2a,b, other nucleation events also occur
simultaneously or during the growth period of the side-induced
domain grains at the x direction. For instance, in Figure 2a,
twin crystalline grains are induced at each corner similar to
Figure 1b because two joined sidewalls have a competitive
induction ability of nucleation, leading to four lines of clustered
defects. The condition of Λx > Λy tilts the lines toward the y
sidewalls. As Λy is decreased to 0.0035 in Figure 2b, the side-
induced nucleations at the x sidewalls dominate those at the y
sidewalls, and thus a single crystalline grain is yielded at each x
sidewall. Nevertheless, the perfectly ordered pattern is not
achieved because of another reason; that side-induced
nucleations at the y sidewalls occur during the growth period
of the domain grains at the x sidewalls. The two groups of
domain grains have orthogonal (10) crystal faces, and thereby
their final fusion results in the formation of clustered defects on
their boundaries. Compared with the sample in Figure 2a with
⟨f DF⟩ = (3.64 ± 0.19)%, the defect lines are shortened by the
shrunken domain grains at the y sidewalls, leading to a lower
defect concentration ⟨f DF⟩ = (2.28 ± 0.21)%. When Λy is
lowered to 0.003 in Figure 2c, two rows of domains are
exclusively nucleated at the two x sidewalls, and the two
domain grains synchronically grow forming a nearly flat
advancing front until they merge into a single crystalline
grain. This sample demonstrates an ideal heterogeneous

nucleation process for the DSA scheme by the rectangular
confinement, leading to the desired ordered pattern.
To show the effect of Λy on the directing effect at a more

quantitative manner, we present the average defect concen-
tration ⟨f DF⟩ of the morphologies at the critical time tc as a
function of Λy for three given magnitudes of Λx = 0.004, 0.010,
and 0.015 in Figure 3. Note that Λx = 0.015 corresponds to a

rather strong field strength.49 In fact, a field strength of Λx >
0.015 can cause a notable compaction of the domains near the
wall surface at the normal direction, even leading to a fusion of
domains in the first layer of minority domains at the x sidewalls.
Interestingly, there exists a critical magnitude of Λy* ≈ 0.003 at
which ⟨f DF⟩ undergoes an abrupt change. For Λy < Λy*, the
defect concentration at t = tc is maintained at an extremely low
level, that is, ⟨f DF⟩ ≈ 0.2%. The defects at this concentration
level usually exist as isolated five-seven dislocation pairs and can
be thermally annealed out in an extra time after t = tc. When Λy
> Λy*, ⟨f DF⟩ abruptly increases because of the generating
mechanism of defects elucidated in the previous paragraph. In a
word, to ensure the directing effect of the DSA scheme based
on the heterogeneous nucleation under the induction of the
rectangular confinement, the surface field at the y sidewalls has
to be kept to be weaker than a critical value, that is, Λy < Λy*,
whereas the field strength at the x sidewalls exhibits a very wide
window of 0.004 ≲ Λx ≲ 0.015.
In topographical DSA schemes, the tolerance of the directing

effect to the geometrical sizes is of importance because it
dictates their feasibility from a practical point of view. The
previous results reveal a limited tolerance window to the
hexagonal size relative to the domain spacing for the DSA
scheme of hexagonal confinement.49 To examine the size
tolerance of the current DSA scheme, we estimate the defect
concentration ⟨f DF⟩ as a function of Lx for fixed

=L L30.5 3y 0 (a) and that as a function of Ly for fixed Lx

= 60L0 (b) in Figure 4. The field strengths are chosen as Λx =
0.007 and Λy = 0.0015. Although ⟨f DF⟩ fluctuates as Lx or Ly
varies, it does not exhibit a sensitive correlation with the sizes,
and instead it exhibits a stochastic behavior. More importantly,
the defect concentration with a small fluctuation amplitude is
kept within a very narrow range of 0 ≲ ⟨f DF⟩ ≲ 0.4%. This
implies that the directing effect is hardly dependent on the
rectangular size. In other words, this DSA scheme does not
exhibit an obvious limit with the directing efficiency in theory.

Figure 2. Morphological snapshots and the correspondent Delaunay
triangular plots for the morphologies at the critical time t = tc formed
by the heterogeneous nucleation process induced by the rectangular
confinement with sizes × = ×L L L L60 30.5 3x y 0 0 and fixed field
strength Λx = 0.007. (a−c) Correspond to three different values of Λy
= 0.004, 0.0035, and 0.003, respectively. In (a−c), the number of
defects and domains is (nDF, ndomain) = (126, 3790), (76, 3807), and
(0, 3812), respectively.

Figure 3. Average defect concentration ⟨f DF⟩ of the morphologies at tc
as a function of Λy for three given values of Λx = 0.004, 0.010, and
0.150. The inset enlarges the portion around the critical value of Λy
where ⟨f DF⟩ increases abruptly. The errors are estimated by averaging
eight independent runs of each sample.
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In addition to the directing effect, the ordering process of the
defective morphologies after the critical time is of interest
because it proceeds via defect annihilation. Similar to hard
condensed matter systems, defects and their stability or
annihilation mechanism in the self-assembly of block
copolymers represent a kind of very attractive problem because

of not only their possible potential applications but also the
involved unique processes, for example, deformation, creation,
and destruction of the soft domains.14 During our dynamic
simulations, various annihilation mechanisms of defects are
observed. In Figure 5, two pairs of five-seven dislocations with
nearly opposite Burgers vectors are observed in one of the

Figure 4. Defect concentration ⟨f DF⟩ as a function of Lx for fixed =L L30.5 3y 0 (a) and that as a function of Ly for fixed Lx = 60L0 (b).

Figure 5. (b1−b6) Snapshots of two pairs of five-seven dislocations with nearly opposite Burgers vectors observed during the annealing process of
the morphology of (a) formed in the rectangular well with ⟨ ⟩ =L L L L, (60 , 30.5 3 )x y 0 0 and (Λx, Λy) = (0.0150, 0.0028), which move toward each
other with time and finally cancel each other.

Figure 6. (b1−b6) Snapshots of two pairs of five-seven dislocations with approximately perpendicular Burgers vectors from the morphology of (a)
formed in the similar system as that in Figure 5 that collide into a new pair of five-seven dislocations after approaching each other.

Figure 7. (b1−b6) Snapshots of a single pair of five-seven dislocations observed in the morphology of (a) under the rectangular confinement with
=L L L L( , ) (60 , 30.5 3 )x y 0 0 and (Λx, Λy) = (0.0150, 0.0027) that travels to arrive at the bottom x sidewall and then is annihilated.
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morphologies with (Λx, Λy) = (0.0150, 0.0028). As the
annealing process proceeds in the post-growth period, the two
pairs of defects move toward each other under a long-range
strain-mediated attractive interaction until they collide
together.14 Owing to the opposite Burgers vectors, the collision
leads to the annihilation of the two pairs of defects.14 By
contrast, the other two pairs of defects with Burgers vectors
forming an angle of 120° in Figure 6 do not cancel each other
by collision, and instead they evolve into a new pair of five-
seven dislocations. Besides the two collision mechanisms of
dislocation pairs, the annihilation process of a single pair of five-
seven dislocations is also observed in Figure 7. Typically, a
single pair of defects prefers to move toward one x sidewall and
then is removed at the boundary.

■ CONCLUSIONS
In summary, the phase separation kinetics of binary blends of
the AB diblock copolymer and the C homopolymer is
systematically simulated using the CDS based on the TDGL,
demonstrating a heterogeneous nucleation process occurred
under the direction of a rectangular confinement that leads to
the perfectly ordered hexagonal pattern. To make a comparison
with the AB/C blending system confined in a hexagonal well,
we first examine the occurrence of heterogeneous nucleation in
a square well with a uniform surface potential. Three typical
cases of nucleations are observed with various field strengths,
including the two types of corner-induced nucleations and one
type of side-induced nucleations. In these cases, the defects are
unavoidably generated on the boundaries of domain grains with
dissimilar orientations. This implies an intrinsic difficulty of
yielding the perfect hexagonal patterns with the rectangular
confinement whose sidewalls have a uniform surface potential.
Then we turn to the case in which one pair of parallel

sidewalls, for example, at the x direction, has a stronger surface
potential than the other. In this case, the two sidewalls at the x
direction result in lines of nucleation domains at their surfaces,
whereas the others at the y direction ensure that the domain
grains possess correlated positions at the x direction. Our
simulations predict a parameter window of the field strengths
Λx and Λy for the effective direction toward the perfect pattern,
in which the field strength Λx must be larger than a critical
value and can be varied within a wide range, whereas Λy must
be smaller than a low critical value. Importantly, the DSA
scheme based on the heterogeneous nucleation that occurred in
the rectangular well with tailored surface potentials exhibits a
strong tolerance to the rectangular sizes. Only a few defects in
thousands of domains are occasionally caused that are observed
to be annihilated in a reasonable annealing time via various
mechanisms. Two colliding mechanisms between two pairs of
five-seven dislocations are observed. One mechanism is that
two pairs of dislocations with nearly opposite Burgers vectors
cancel each other after collision.14 In the other mechanism, two
pairs of dislocations with Burgers vectors forming an angle of
120° collide into a new pair of dislocations that can survive
during a rather long annealing time. Usually, a single pair of
dislocations is removed until it reaches one of the sidewalls. In
brief, this study may provide a facile route to prepare large-scale
ordered patterns via a simple rectangular confinement.
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